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SKY PACIFIC AIR SERVICES
Global Solution in Animal Transport

Global Solution in Animal Transport

Providing safe and secure logistics for animals of all shapes and 

sizes, our specialist team will ensure the welfare and safe 

transport throughout the entire journey. 

Whether you need the solution to race events or conservation 

program, we will provide tailored solutions, along with our in-flight 

care team onboard, accompanying the animals to ensure 

professional care during every flight, preventing any potential risks 

and hazards.

Our expert team has an in-depth knowledge of IATA’s Live 

Animals Regulations (LAR) – the global standard in transporting 

live animals by commercial airlines. 

Whatever your animal transport requirements, our specialist team 

is ready to assist. We provide solutions for:

▪ Equine air transport

▪ Livestock air transport

▪ Exotics air transport/ 

▪ Stalls & penning equipment
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SKY PACIFIC AIR SERVICES
Why Sky Pacific Network for Live Animal Air Transport?

Sky Pacific Network: Live Animal Air Transport

Expert Knowledge: Our experienced team is well-
versed in IATA Live Animals Regulations – the 
worldwide standard for transporting live animals by 
commercial airlines.

Airport Access: We can reach airports under-serviced 
locations, allowing your animal cargo to arrive closer 
to its final destination and avoiding lengthy road 
transfers.

Flight Representation: One of our 
charter experts can assist you on the 
ground to ensure all aspects of your 
cargo charter run smoothly.

Global Coverage: No matter where your cargo needs 
to get to or where from, our international network of 
offices provides local knowledge on a global scale.

Personal Account Manager: Your 
dedicated charter expert is available 
24/7 to assist with enquiries.
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SKY PACIFIC AIR SERVICES
Safe Transportation of Live Animals as Air Cargo

Safe Transportation of Live Animals as Air Cargo is based on three controlling environmental factors:  

Each type of animal has unique environmental requirements that must be taken into consideration 

for optimal health.

To ensure the health of the Live Animals, proper ECS settings, animal handling, packaging and 

loading procedures must be used:

▪ Airplane ECS control setting (Environmental Control System)

▪ Animal physiology

▪ Airport and enroute environments

▪ Ground handling

▪ Strict adherence to IATA regulations

▪ Dedicated SOP’s and check lists

Temperature Humidity Level Cargo compartment carbon dioxide (CO2)
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SKY PACIFIC AIR SERVICES
Safe Transportation of Live Animals as Air Cargo

What’s important in Animal Transport 

1. Outside air temperature: The higher the air temperature, the more time is 

required to cool the cargo compartment prior to loading animals

2. Quantity, size and type of animal cargo: These factors affect the heat 

load, moisture and CO2 in the cargo compartment

3. Airplane environmental system configuration: APU and air conditioning 

performance are affected by the ambient air temperature

4. Condition of airplane prior to loading animals: Heat soak and 

preconditioning the cargo compartment both affect the amount of the time 

required to reach the desired temperature

5. Time on ground with loaded cargo: The longer the time that the airplane 

is on the ground with loaded live animal cargo, the longer the airplane will be 

required to cool the cargo compartment to a desired temperature

6. Animal packaging and stocking densities: The longer the time on the 

ground and the duration of flight, the lower the recommended density of 

animals in the cargo compartment.

Service Specifications

Professional advice & consulting

Guaranteed booking

Standard flight equipment

Special flight equipment

Escort (until final destination)

Check list

Loading at the airport 

Expedited ramp transportation

Minimum tarmac time 

Trained personnel 

Protection from extreme conditions

LIFO – Last In First Out

Temperature controlled cargo hold in aircraft

Animal feeding 

Expedited delivery on arrival 

Prioritized ground handling 

Quarantine transit station

Ground transportation 

Full charters option available 

Tailor made S.O.P’s


